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This paper is a description of the analysis and testing of a 
method to estimate noise mixed in with a desired signal and to then 
subtract out the estimated noise. The paper documents the situation in 
which noise becomes a problem, the method of noise elimination, the 
mathematics used to analyze the noise eliminator, a digital/ analog 
hybrid simulation of a system utilizing the techniques described, and 
comparative results between expected performance and actual system 
performance. 
Also described is the practicality of the system, the limitations of 
the system and its unique capabilities. 
Since the system is a totally new concept, it was being developed 
for the writing of this thesis. Therefore many changes were implemented 
with respect to the original design. These modifications are documented 
along with the reasons for the deviations from the original idea. 
Conclusions and a summary are provided. Several suggestions as to 
where the system would be beneficial are also supplied. 
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In all communication systems, a desired signal is sent through a 
medium of some sort from a point of origin to a point of destination. 
Quite often, the message is transduced into an electrical or 
electromagnetic form of energy and is transmitted through a wire or the 
atmosphere to the destination, where reciprocal transduction returns the 
signal back to its original form. Another approach is to transduce the 
signal into electrical format and then to record the information onto a 
magnetic medium. The magnetic medium is then physically brought to 
the destination point and is either stored for later playback or played 
back immediately. All of these methods of tr an sf erring energy suffer 
from the same deficiency. They are all susceptible to electromagnetic 
n01se interference. 
Much effort has gone into developing techniques to keep 
out-of-band noISe from affecting the signal content of interest. These 
include bandlimiting filters and adjacent channel interference notch 
filters. These usually require high order filters which are expensive and 
have no effect on in-band n01se. Preemphasis/deemphasis has been one 
of the more widely used methods of combatting this in-band noise. 
2 
This method is useful in attenuating in-band noise when the noise 
spectrum conforms to an expected format. When in-band noise resides 
in unexpected areas, it is gained up rather than attenuated. Also, if the 
deemphasis network is not the exact reciprocal of the preemphasis 
network, undesired spectral shaping occurs. 
In digital communications, a commonly used technique is called 
matched filtering (Ziemer and Trantner 1976). The concept here is to 
produce a voltage at the receiver whose value Is affected most by the 
desired input symbol over its entire period and is affected least by the 
undesired input noise. There is no analogous counterpart in continuous 
wave (CW) systems. 
Note that in the above-mentioned methods, none of them contain 
any way of extracting the noise from the desired signal. At best, the 
noise is attenuated to some more optimal level. That is the difference in 
the system described in this paper -- the noise is actually estimated and 
subtracted out of the system, thus eliminating it totally. Let it be stated 
from the onset that there are many occasions when this can only be 
done partially, producing an inaccurate noise es ti mate. This results In 
marginal improvement. There are even occasions where a completely 
clean incoming received signal can be corrupted to a much lower 
signal-to-noise ratio by the noise estimator/ subtracter circuitry. The 
p/pose of this study was to demonstrate the fact that the designing and 
building of · a system to estimate and separate in-band noise from 
3 
desired signal is feasible at all. The utility of the theory developed is 
left to another study. 
The progression of events in the study started with a simple time 
domain concept. A phase-shift-keyed digital modulator and demodulator 
utilizing the concept was built on an Electronic Associates Incorporated 
model 781 analog computer. Although the results were not as good as 
hoped for, the concept showed marginal ability in the system. There was 
no mathematical analysis of the theory for the preliminary simulator 
and the imprecise results could not be explained. 
At this point, a complete mathematical analysis of the system was 
performed in the frequency domain. The analysis showed limitations of 
the system which could be possible explanations for the non-ideal 
performance. A subsystem to combat the shortcomings was designed and 
analyzed in the frequency domain. Now a large scale simulation of a 
general purpose transmitter/receiver was built . utilizing two Electronic 
Associates Incorporated model 781 analog computers. The added 
subsystem was also incorporated into the model. Results from the 
simulation indicated that the added subsystem was not performing as 
expected. The mathematical model was then inspected for errors and 
one was found. After correction, the math model showed that the 
subsystem could not theoretically eliminate the shortcomings of the 
system. Comparison of the subsystem output with math model 
predictions correlated well. At this point it was decided that the 
4 
subsystem would be eliminated from the simulation because it was 
accepted that it could not do that for which it was originally designed. 
The reason for the inclusion of the story of the ineffective 
subsystem is to substantiate for the reader the extent of the analysis 
undertaken. The example also illustrates the importance of actually 
building a working model of any new concept prior to having it 
released to the public. 
At this time the reader might be wondering if the overall concept 
does or does not work. The concept as originally conceived predicted 
total nmse elimination in all cases. The simulation showed that total 
elimination was only possible under certain circumstances and partial 
elimination under others. Throughout the study, efforts were constantly 
shifting from math analysis to real world testing, back to math analysis 
and again to testing of the revised theory. It is doubtful that a 
completely error-free system could have been developed on paper alone, 
or on the simulator alone, one without the other. :Moreover, the 
simulator provided a high level of confidence m the math model since 
all math model steps were able to be verified prior to their inclusion in 
this paper. 
SECTION II 
THE NOISE ESTIMATOR CONCEPT 
The n01se estimator is based on the concept that if the transmitter 
is not always sending a message signal, the receiver can be used to 
estimate the noise corning into its front end during the signal-off time. 
If the signal transmission is toggled on and off at a much higher 
frequency than the highest spectral component of the message signal, 
low-pass filters in the receiver can be used to damp out the "gated" 
characteristic of the received signal. The signal at this point will contain 
both signal plus channel noise. 
During the time that the signal is gated off, another path is 
turned on in the receiver that passes the incoming signal through 
another low pass filter. Since the transmitter signal is turned off at this 
time, the only signal left is the noise signal. The gated noise signal is 
then passed through the noise estimation low-pass filter and the "gated" 
characteristic of the noise is then removed. This yields an estimation of 
" 
the incoming "in-band" noise. The term "in-band" is used to emphasize 
the fact that the outputs of both the "signal+noise" and noise filters 
are confined to the desired message bandwidth by these filters. The 
in-band n01se estimation is then subtracted from the in-band 
5 
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signal+noise to yield a cleaned recovered signal. Figure 1 
. 
18 an 
illustration of the essential components of the system. 
The above is a very brief description of the basic elements of th 
overall system. The actual workings of the scheme require a much more 
thorough explanation. Section 3 contains a frequency domain 
mathematical description covenng the basis for each of these topics. The 
remainder of this section provides pictorial illustrations of the pertinent 
signals in both the transmitter and signal recovery* unit and a brief 
explanation of each. The graphics are taken from the hybrid simulation 
of the system to be described in Section 4. Referencing Figure 1 
periodic ally thoughout the follo-\~ ing explanations will assist In 
understanding the concepts. 
Figure 2 is an illustration of a typical message signal to be sent 
through the system. The message here is derived from a band limited 
white Gaussian n01se (\VGN) source (Cooper and McGillem 1971) and is 
typical of any type of continuous wave (CW) transmission signal. This 
corresponds to the output of the message source block. 
This is a good spot to mention the fact that the n01se estimation 
scheme described In this paper is not confined only to CW baseband 
*Note that the term 'signal recovery unit' is used rather than 
'receiver' here. This is mentioned since the receiving unit could be, for 
example, a tape recording play-back device. The two terms will be used 
interchangeably. 
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signals. The system is adaptable to digital and/or modulated 
intelligence as well. Baseband CW signal transmission was chosen to 
keep the subject matter uncluttered with extraneous communication 
topics which do not shed light on the target topic. 
Figure 3 shows both the gating signal and the gated messag 
signal within the transmitter. The gating signal is the output of the 
gating oscillator. The gated message signal is the output of the 
subsequent multiplier and is transmitted through the channel to the 
receiver. Note that the gated signal is gated off ·when the gate signal is 
m its low state and gated on when the gate signal is in its high state. 
Figure 4 is the total noise input to the receiver. This noise is band 
limited white Gaussian noise independent of the message source. The 
bandwidth of the noise is set by the user of the simulation. 
After the received signal is gated, it is then processed by a low 
pass filter. This is the "noise estimation filter" shown in Figure 1. This 
filter removes the high frequency noise and the gated characteristic of 
the noise signal. It also has a gam associated with it which is a 
function of the gating signal duty cycle "alpha". This gain is explained 
in Section 3 where the mathematical aspects of the system are analyzed. 
The output of the filter is then the noise estimation signal to be 
subtracted from the signal+noise output of the receive low pass filter. 
This filter output will be explained shortly. Figure 5 shows a 
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Figure 6 shows the message signal and the output of the low pass 
receive filter. The input to this filter 
. 
lS the received gated 
signal+wideband n01se. The output is what would be provided by a 
conventional receiver without a n01se estimation circuit in a system 
where the transmitter power is equivalent to that used in this system. 
The receive low pass filter performs two functions. The first is to 
eliminate any out-of-band noise. This is a common feature in any 
communications receiver. The second is to eliminate the gated 
characteristic of the sent gated signal. The gated characteristic of the 
transmitted signal resides in a series of spectral components of much 
higher frequency than the desired message signal, hence they are easily 
eliminated. There is still a spectrum of message signal components 
identical to that of the original message signal except for a constant 
gain factor. There is also a spectrum of noise introduced in the channel 
residing in the same spectral region as the me.ssage information. This 
filter cannot eliminate that noise. 
Due to the transfer function of the receive filter, frequency 
dependent group delay and gain characteristics process the signal and 
n01se passing through it. These characteristics should not affect the 
message signal significantly in any way other than the addition of a 
linear phase delay, and hence a constant group delay. Since the filter 
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to subtract the n01se estimation from the receive filter process d nois 
the noise estimation should be subject to identical processing. This 
creates a situation where a noise component is delayed and attenuated 
through the receive low pass filter and its estimate is likewise delayed 
and attenuated by the same factors. Therefore, the system does not yield 
a time or gain skew between the actual and estimated noise signals. 
This is accomplished by utilizing identical filters for noise estimation 
and low pass receiving. This is a welcome 
this can also extend to the level of 
differencing done on its inputs rather 
differencing their outputs. 
simplification. Furthermore, 
using only one filter with 
than two identical filters 
Figure 7 shows the message signal and the output of the entire 
signal recovery unit. At this point, the noise estimate has been 
subtracted from the signal+noise value. Note how much more correlated 
the recovered signal is to the message signal than. the signal+noise value 
is of Figure 6. This is the intent of the noise estimation system. 
System Practicality 
The system described so far may seem to give something for 
nothing: a clean signal through a n01sy channel. Shannon's information 
theory predicts a finite limit to the rate of intelligence that can be 
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power (Shanmugam 1979). Yet the nmse estimator seems to eliminate 
the effects of noise due to the channel. The key to what seems to be a 
contradiction to that theory is that so far the channel has not be n 
band limited. Therefore, in agreement with Shannon's theory the 
information rate is likewise unlimited. Further, the gating circuitry of 
the receiver causes noise from bands outside the message spectrum to be 
modulated down into the message spectrum. Therefore, what could be 
transmitted cleanly through a channel with no noise in the message 
spectral occupancy may be severely corrupted by out-of-band noise. 
The first realization that an infinite bandwidth channel be made 
available constrains the system to use in dedicated channel systems such 
as a wire, magnetic recording tape, or laser beam. The second 
consideration that out-of-band noise may contaminate the recovered 
signal suggests that some circumstances could preclude the use of the 
system even in dedicated channels where there . is a preponderance of 
out-of-band noise. 
Along with these considerations it must be kept 1n mind that the 
purpose of the study was to show that the system could be used to 
separate noise from signal, even though it may be confined to a limited 
number of practical situations. 
As far as hardware complexity goes, the system requires no new 
circuitry technologies or advancements. The gating process only requires 
a high speed gate or mixer, as does the complementary gating at the 
18 
receiver. Any of a multitude of existing filtering techniques may be us d 
in the receiver. The only complexity in the entire system is the pha 
locked loop required at the receiver for gate timing recovery. Taking th 
absolute value of the received signal provides a strong spectral 
component at the gating frequency. It should be noted that the 
simulation of the system did not include a timing recovery module. The 
gate timing of the receiver was taken directly from the transmitter in 




contains a n1athematical description of the 
. 
noise 
estimation concept and the signals present in the various sections of the 
system. Also presented 1s a closed form expression for the improvement 
in signal to noise ratio at the receiver output over a system transmitting 
the same average power without a n01se estimator included. The 
description will proceed in a logical order from the transmitter input to 
the receiver output. Frequency domain techniques are used throughout. 
Figure 8 on page 22 provides a visual guide to system variable locations. 
Pertinent variables are shown in both time and frequency domain 
nomenclature. Lower case indicates time domain and upper case is used 
for frequency domain. Table 1 provides a tabular description of the 
signals associated with both the time and frequency domains. Also 
provided is a list of other system variables and their respective functions. 
Two notes of clarification are in order. First, the message signal is 
assumed to be a general, nonperiodic signal to show no dependence on 
message periodicity. A band limited white Gaussian noise source is used 
to provide a message signal in the simulation. Secondly, all random 
processes such as message signal to be sent and channel noise are 
19 
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assumed to be stationary zero-mean band limited white Gaussian. 
Several places in this section use the frequency domain representaion of 
these signals. This requires these signals to be Fourier transformabl 
utilizing the standard Fourier transform equation 3-1. 
+oo 
j[f(t)] = ~ f(t')[cos(wt')-jsin(wt')]dt' (3-1) 
~oo 
It could be argued that these signals are power signals rather than 
energy signals and their respective Fourier transforms do not exist since 
the integral of equation 3-1 might not be finite. The use of these 
frequency domain quantities is justified by the following consideration. 
The system can be utilized for any finite period of time, say from t 1 to 
t2. Therefore, each of the signals which are present throughout the 
system would exist only during that period of time and are zero at any 
time before t 1 or after t 2. This allows any of them to be considered 
energy signals and their Fourier transforms can exist. This follows since 
equation 3-1 would be time limited as in equation 3-2 below. 




TIME DESCRIPTION FREQUENCY 
DOMAIN DOMAIN 
m(t) message signal to be M(w) 
transmitted 
g(t) gating signal G(w) 
g'(t) complement of gating signal G'(w) 
s(t) transmitted signal S(w) 
n(t) noise signal which is summed N(w) 
with transmitted signal 
i( t) 
. 
input signal I( w) receiver 
v 1 ( t) gated received signal V 1(w) 
v 2(t) low passed receive signal V 2(w) 
n '( t) estimated noise N'(w) 
r(t) recovered sign a]/ receiver R(w) 
wm single sided bandwidth of message signal in rad/sec 
w r single sided bandwidth of receiver low pass filters in rad/ sec 
w n single sided bandwidth of noise signal in rad/ sec 
w9 fundamental gating signal frequency in rad/sec 
G n = nth Fourier series coefficient of gating signal 
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The message signal is modeled band limited white with a Gaussian 
probability density function. The frequency domain representation of this 




The message signal is then multiplied by g(t), the gating function. 
The function g( t ), shown in Figure 9, is a rectangular wave whose duty 
cycle may be selected by the user. Since this function is periodic, it may 
be rerpresented in the time domain by its Fourier series expansion as in 
cb ( t CX *T Tg = 1 / F: g g 
/ -.................._ -------------I I I I I I D 
0 Tg 2 Tg 3Tg 4 Tg 
F geit ing f re quenc~ t i Me ~ g / 
Figure 9. Gating Function 
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equations {3-4) a and b. The Fourier transform of the gating function 
+<X> 
g( t) == ~ G n • [cos( n CJ 9 t) + j sin ( n CJ 9 t)] n-•oo (3-4)b 
G n= [sin(n7ra)]! [n7r] (3-4)b 
is derived from the Fourier series of the gating function by the standard 
method for transforming a periodic function, yielding equation 3-5 
(Lathi 197 4, Beyer 1978). The Fourier spectrum of g(t) is depicted in 
Figure 10 b. 
+00 
G(CJ)==27r ~ Gno(w-nw 9) n--oo (3-5) 
The transmitted _, or sent signal, s( t ), is developed by multiplying 
the message signal, m( t ), by the gating signal, g( t) as in equation 3-6. 
The Fourier spectrum of s( t), S( w), is given in equation 3-7. Note that 
the '*' sign indicates convolution. This convolution is carried out in the 
following development. 
s(t)==m(t)· g(t) (3-6) 
25 
S( CJ )=~1( w). G( CJ) (3-7) 
+oo 




G(CJ)=27r L Gno(w-nCJ 9) !"l=·<X> 
+00 
G(CJ-CJ')==27r L Gno(CJ-w'-nCJ 9) f)s·<X> 
+oo •oo 
S(w)==[l/{27r)] ~ [27r L Gn8(w-CJ'-nw 9)]·M(CJ')dCJ' -oo n••OO 
Use of the sifting property yields the final express10n for S( w). 
+<X> 
S( w)=== L G nM( w-nCJ 9) n-oo (3-8) 
26 
Although the above expression is a summation, only one of the 
summands contribute to the result for any one particular value of CJ. 
This is because CJ g must be at least twice as great as CJ m to reconstruct 
the sent gated signal at the receiver without aliasing. The result is 
illustrated in Figure 10 c. Note how the sidelobes of the resulting 
spectrum correspond in both placement and amplitude with the gating 
signal spectrum of 11 b. This is expected since the gating signal is 
comprised of a series of sinusoids and each of these sinusoids modulates 
the message signal. Each sinusoidal component translates a respective 
message bandwidth to a point centralized on its own frequency. 
The signal input to the recovery unit (receiver) is denoted as i(t). 
It is the summation of the sent signal, s(t), and any channel noise , n(t). 
The time and frequency domain equations are provided in equations 
3-9 a, b, and c. 
•oo 
i( t )==s( t )+n( t) 
I( CJ )==S( CJ)+ N( CJ) 




The signal input to the receiver takes two paths as can be seen in 
figures 1 and 8. One path is through a rec1eve low pass filter, and 
another is through the n01se estimation filter. The noise estimation path ' 
27 
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Figure 10. Fourier Representations Of Transmitter Signals 
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will be analyzed first. The received signal, i( t ), is multiplied by a 
rectangular wave which is the complement of the gating function. This 
complementary function is called g'( t ). Equations 3-10 a, b, and c are 
the time and frequency domain representations of g'(t). 
g'( t )=1-g( t) 






The output of the multiplier is given the name v 1 ( t ). 
v 1 (t)=i(t)· g'(t) 
V 1 (CJ)=l(CJ).G'(CJ) 
This convolution is carried out below. 
+oo 










= [1/(2ir )J l [S( w ')+ N( w ')] • [2ir5( w-w ')-2ir t G no( w-w'-nw 9 )]dw' 
+00 +oo +00 
= ~ [ L GnM(w'-nw 9)+N(w')]· [o(w-w')- L Gnc5(w-w'-nw 9)]dw' -00 n=-oo ns-oo 
+00 
v,(w)== L GnM(w'-nwg)]·o(w-w')dw' 
ns-oo 
+00 
+ ~ N(w')o(w-w')dw' 
-00 
+oo +oo +oo 
- \ [ L GnM(w'-nw 9)]· [ L Gko(w-kw 9-w')]dw' -00 n•-00 ka-oo 
+00 +00 
- \ N(w') L Gno{w-nw 9-w')dw' -oo n•-oo (3-13) 
Equation 3-13 is comprised of four integrals. These will be 




! [ L GnM(CJ '-nwg)]· o(CJ-CJ')dCJ' 
-oo n--oo 
+00 +oo +00 
== L { G n ~ [1\1 ( CJ ' - n CJ 9 ) • 6 (CJ-CJ ')] d CJ ' } n--oo -oo L GnM(CJ-nCJ 9) n•-oo 
Second integral: 
+oo 




+oo +o0 +oo 
- l [ L GnM(w'-nw 9)]· [ L Gko(w-kw 9-w')]dw' -00 n=-oo k=-oo / 
+oo +oo +oo 
==- l [ L L GnGkM(w'-nwg)· o(w-kwg-w')dw'] 
-00 n=-ook•-00 
+oo +00 +oO 
==- L L GnGk l M(w'-nw 9)· 6(w-kw 9-w')dw' n=-ook=-oo -oo 
+oo •oo 
- - L L GnGkM(w-kw 9-nw 9) n11-ooka-oo 
Fourth integral: 
+oo +oo -1 N( CJ') J~ G n c5( CJ-nCJ 9-CJ')dCJ' 
•oo +oo -... l G nl N( CJ ')c5( CJ-nCJ 9-CJ')dCJ' 
+CX> 
-L GnN(w-nw 9) na-oo 
32 
Combining the four express10ns in their simplified form yields th 
general expression fo V 1 ( w) in equation 3-14. 
•oo +oo 
v,(w)=N(w)- L GnN(w-nwg)+ L Gn~1(w-nwg) 
n1:-oo n•·oo 
+oo +oo 
-lkl GnGkM(w-kw 9-nw 9) (3-14) 
Equation 3-14 contains two summations which are functions of the 
sent message signal. Since there are two switches in series between the 
message signal generator and V 1, and there is no time in which they 
are both simultaneously on, it would seem that no message signal could 
reach V 1• In fact, it doesn't. The two terms cancel out exactly, but the 
proof that there is no message signal in the n01se estimate, which is a 
function of V 1, is much simpler than trying to show that V 1 itself is 
not a function of the message signal. This proof is carried out next. 
The noise estimate, N'( CJ), is developed by processing V 1 (CJ) through 
a unity gain low pass filter, HR( w ), and multiplying by constant. HR( CJ) 
is shown in Figure 11. This is the noise estimation filter of Figure 8. 
3-15. 
33 




Figure 11. Receiver Low Pass Filters 
The composition of N'( w) is stated in equation form in equation 
N'(w) - HR(w)·V 1(w)/(1-a:) (3-15) 
Equation 3-14 contains terms such as M(w-nw
9
). These terms can be 
viewed as message signal spectral component groups translated m 
frequency to locations centered around multiples of w
9
. It can be seen 
that HR( w) eliminates any spectral groups . centered around non-zero 
multiples of w
9
. Therefore, the following approximation may be used. 
34 
HR ( w) • V 1 (CJ)/ ( 1 -a) I w I ~ CJ r 
N'(w) ~ (3-16) 
0 I CJ I ) Wr 
For ICJI ~ CJr 
M(CJ) n==O 









Using equations 3-14 through 3-17b, the fallowing express10n for 
the noise estimation is developed. 
+oo 
N'(CJ)=HR(CJ)· [G 0M(CJ)+N(CJ)-L GnG-n1t1(CJ) n--oo 
+oo 
-L GnN(CJ-nCJ 9)]/(1-a) n--oo (3-18) 
To proceed further it is necessary to prove that G n and G _ n are equal. 
G n=sin(n7ra)/(n7r) 
G _ n=sin(-n7ra)/(-n7r )=-sin(n7ra)/(-n7r) 
=sin(n7ra)/(n7r) -G - n (3-19) 
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Using 3-19, 3-18 can be simplified. 
N'(w)==HR(w)· [M(w)(G 0 - ·r Gn 2 )+N(w) 
l"l•-00 
+00 
- ~ GnN(w-nw 9)]/(l-a) no:-oo 
The following identity is proven in Appendix A. 
G -·~ G 2 o-L n 
n•-oo 
Using this identity, 3-20 can be further reduced. 
+<X> 
N'(w)=HR(w)· [N(w)- ~ GnN(w-nw 9)]/(1-a) l"l•-00 
(3-20) 
( 3-21) Inspection of equation 3-1 g shows that G 0 is equiv al en t to a, the 
gating signal duty cycle. Using this, 3-21 is rewritten. 
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(3-22) 
Equation 3-22 is the final general form for the noise estimate. It 
contains no message signal components as expected. Further, if there IS 
no noise outside of the bandwidth of the message signal, equation 3-22 
reduces to the receive low pass transfer function times the noise exactly. 
The next step is to show how the noise estimate IS used to eliminate 
noise in the receive signal. V 2( w) is the output of the receive low pass 
filter as seen in Figure 8. 
+00 
V2(w)==HR(CJ)· [N(CJ)+ ~ GnM(CJ-nCJ 9)] n--oo 
(3-23) 
Inspection of Figure 11 shows that HR can only pass the message 
information centered around DC. All of the signal translated to locations 
centered around multiples of CJg is eliminated. Thus, the following 
approximation will be made. 
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V 2(w)=HR(w)· [N(w)+G 0M(w)] (3-23) 
The recovery unit output, R( w ), is produced by subtracting the 
noise estimate, N'( w ), from V 2( w) and dividing the result by a. 
R( w) = [V 2 ( w )-N ' ( w)] I~ 
+oo 
R(w)={HR(w)G 0M(w)+[l/(1-a)]HR(w) L GnN(w-nw 9)}/0t 
~~ 
Assuming that HR has sufficient bandwidth to pass the message signal 
without affecting it significantly*, the expression may be reduced 
further. 
*The filter may add an approximately constant group delay 
without being considered as significantly affecting the signal. This is 
true in most communications systems. 
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(3-24) 
The expression shows that the message signal is recovered and that 
nmse from other spectral regions has been brought in. If the effect of 
the noise in the other bands is less than the effect of noise m the 
in-band spectrum, there is an overall improvement. Usually this is the 
case if the duty cycle, Ol, and the gating frequency are chosen properly. 
Note again that if the noise is confined to the spectral region of the 
message signal, it is completely eliminated. This is because all of the 
N ( w-nw g) terms Ill the summation are zero for n < > 0. 
Next, an expression for the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio, 
SNR, will be developed to compare a system with a noise estimator to 
one without a noise estimator on the basis that both system transmitters 
emit the same average output power. 
First, an expression for the average signal power (not n01se 
power) at the output of the receiver will be developed. This will be 
done by integrating over the squared amplitude of the Fourier spectrum 
of the signal portion of the signal+noise o·utput developed in equation 
3-24. This is justified on the basis that the signal is a stationary 
process. The result will be denoted as PR s, for average signal power at 
the recovery unit output. 
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•oo 
PRs=_llM(w)l 2dw (3-25) 
The average transmitted power, Pt, is calculated by showing that the 
message signal, m( t ), is turned on ex· 100% of the time. Again, ~ is the 
gating signal duty cycle. Therefore, the transmitted power is ex 2 times 
what the transmitted power would be had there been no gating taking 
place. 
+00 
012· ll M(w)j 2dw (3-26) 
The value PT is the average amount of power sent from the transmitter 
of the described system. This value will be used for both the n01se 
estimator and non-noise estimator systems for transmitted power. 
The noise power at the receiver output is calculated by taking the 
noise expression of equation 3-24 and integrating the square of its 




p RN= _l 1/ [a 2(1-af I HR( CJ) 12 · I ~i" G nN( c.>-Dc.> g) 12dc.> 
+00 +00 
p R N = 1 / [a 2 ( 1-a) 2 .l I HR (CJ) 121 I G n N ( c.>-DCJ g) 12 d CJ] (3-27) 
nfl!o 
The signal-to-noise ratio at the recovery unit output is denoted as 
SNRR and is taken from equations 3-25 and 3-27. 
(3-28) 
For the case with no nmse estimation circuitry, the signal power at 
the output of the receive low pass filter would be the transmitted power 
as stated in equation 3-26. This quantity will be denoted as P N s for the 
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signal power with no noise estimation circuitry. The expression for p N s 
is listed in equation 3-2Q. 
(3-29) 
The express10n for the noise power at the output of the system without 
the noise estimation system is provided in equation 3-30 and is denoted 
as P N N. 
{3-30) 
The signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver low pass filter for the system 
with no noise estimation is given in equation 3-31. Equations 3-2Q and 
3-30 are used. 
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(3-31) 
Finally, the impovement in signal-to-noise ratio is denoted as 
SNRIMP and is the ratio of the "signal-to-noise ratio" with noise 
estimation to the "signal-to-noise ratio" without noise estimation. This 
is expressed in equation 3-32, developed from equations 3-28 and 3-31. 
SNRIMP SNRR/SNRN 
SNRIMP (3-31) 
IJ HR(w)J 2 JI GnN(w-nw 9)J 2ctw 
r\ffO 
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The approximation that the receive low pass filter is an ideal 
square low pass filter will be made here. This reduces 3-31 to th 
following form. The square characteristic allows the integral boundaries 
to become finite at ± w R, the positive and negative cutoff frequencies of 
the low pass filter. 
SNRIMP (3-32) 
+WR +oo J,I ,t GnN(w-nw 9)l 2dw 
n!ll!o 
Figure 12 shows how the improvement performs as a function of 
~, the gating signal duty cycle. As a is decreased, the improvement 
increases at a cost in channel bandwidth. .The numerator of equation 
3-32 increases as a decreases in accordance with the behavior of the 
graph. The denominator terms are affected also (the G n coefficients are 
functions of a). G 0 is equivalent to a, the gating signal duty cycle, 
44 
and is the largest term in the denominator. This again agrees with the 
behavior of the equation. 
There are two disadvantages 1n continuing to decrease Ol 
indefinitely. First an inspection of the formula for the S( w) reveals that 
the smaller the Ol, the wider the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. 
The equation is repeated here for clarity. For large values of 0t. , the G n 
+oo 
S(w) ~ GnM(w-nw 9) n=-oo (3-33) 
values decrease rapidly with n. Secondly, a smaller value of 01. requires a 







































































THE HYBRID SIMULATION 
In order to prove the theory behind any new concept, it is 
imperative to create a working model. This provides a means to verify 
mathematical results. Indeed, several mathematical errors were uncovered 
by use of the simulator. In addition, the simulator often displayed 
beneficial aspects of the noise estimator concept that were overlooked in 
the math analysis. 
The simulator utilizes two Electronic Associates Incorporated model 
781 analog computers and a Perkin Elmer model 8/32 digital computer. 
Figure 13 depicts the layout of the system (Gardner 1985). Figure 14 
shows the schematic of the transmitter circuitry. There are several 
locations throughout the system where eighth order low pass filters were 
used. One generic type was designed and used in several locations. For 
each location, the user is able to individually select filter type and 




When selecting Tchebyshev, the user has control over passband ripple. 
46 
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l_OCAL USER REMOTE USER 
PERKIN ELMER 
8 /!32 DIGITAL 
COMPUTER 
TRANSMITTER/ 
RECE I lJER 
EAI?Bl 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 








DODD DO DDDCOD 
000000 DDDCOO 
DD DD OD aacoao 






000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 0000. 00 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 
000000 000000 00000 












.c 0 MP UTE R 
Figure 13. Simulation Equipment Layout 
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A schematic of the generic filter is supplied in Figure 15. Figure 16 is a 
schematic of the receiver circuit ry. The analog portion of the simulation 
utilized: 
* 20 operational amplifiers 
* 45 time-scaled integrators 
* 3 dynamic multipliers 
* 109 digitally controlled attenuators 
* 1 polar-to-recangular angle resolver 
* 6 I-bit d/ a switches 
* 2 white Gaussian noise generators 
* 8 14-bit a/d convertors 
* 8 function relays 
* 4 comparators 
* 2 S-R flip flops 
The analog consoles are controlled by the digital computer. The 
program ~ritten for the simulation is approximately 1800 lines of mixed 
FOR TRAN and assembly level source. The assembly subroutines were 
necessary in time critical applications such as high speed analog to 
digital conversion processes. Appendix B provides a listing of the 
program. Section 2 provides some typical graphic outputs of time 
sampled signals from within the system. The plots were generated by 
4g 
sampling selected signals with high speed a/ d convertors, storing the 
samples in an array, processing them, and driving plot software on a 
Tektronix graphic terminal. Besides sampling data, the program allows 
the user to: 
1. control message low pass filter type and bandwidth 
a. Butterworth 
b. Bessel 
c. Tchebyshev /passband ripple 
2. control noise low pass filter type and bandwidth 
a. Butterworth 
b. Bessel 
c. Tchebyshev /passband ripple 
3. adjust gating frequency 
4. adjust gating duty cycle, a 
5. adjust signal-to-noise ratio 
6. adjust sampling frequency 
7. adjust receive low pass filter type and bandwidth 
a. Butterworth 
b. Bessel 
c. Tchebyshev /passband ripple 
8. view power spectral densities of various signals 1n the system 
9. predict signal-to-noise ratio improvements 
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In addition to the transmitter /receiver simulation, a power spectral 
density circuit was developed to monitor and verify signal activity at 
various locations throughout the system. A switch matrix was developed 
for selecting signal pick-up points. The algorithm used employed a 
direct implementation of a real time realization of the Fourier transform 
equation listed below. This equation utilizes the finite time modification 
1cf(t)J== r f(t')[cos(wt')-jsin(wt')]dt' ( 4-1) 
t, 
described in the beginning of Section 3. Figure 17 provides a schematic 
of the circuit. 
In using the psd software, the user has control of the time spent 
evaluating each point, the lowest and highest frequencies evaluated, the 
number of steps evaluated between upper and lower frequency 
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
This section contains a summary of the results derived from the 
simulator and conclusions pertaining to the system in general. A graph 
of the theoretical expectation of the signal-to-noise ratio improvement is 
provided in Figure 18. Also plotted on the chart are actual data points 
taken from the simulator. The theoretical data charted is derived using 
equation 3-32, the signal-to-noise ratio improvement expression. Figure 
19 is a similar type of comparison for a different system and noise 
configuration. Figure 20 depicts a comparison of message signal and 
receiver output without noise estimation. Figure 21 shows the same 
message signal but with receiver output using noise estimation. This 
configuration was set up for optimal system performance. 
It is felt that the system performs as predicted by the 
mathematical relations developed in Section 3. This is evidenced by 
figures 18 and 19. Figures 20 and 21 indicate that at least in certain 
instances, the realization of the theory, and hence the actual system, 
provides an improvement in signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver output. 
The math developed also predicts that n01se can be translated 
down into the message bandwidth from areas where it normally would 
55 
56 
not affect the message. This has also been verified on the simulator. All 
of this indicates that careful consideration should be given to th nois 
characteristics of the channel medium prior to determining whether the 
system is suitable for a particular application or not. Another 
consideration is available channel bandwidth. 
Again, it should be mentioned that the purpose of the study was 
not to prove the practicality of the system in general, but to show that 
noise and signal can be separated from the same spectral occupancy. It 
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Figure. 20. Transmit and Receive, No Noise Estimation 






































Figure 21. Transmit and Receive, With Noise Estimation 
APPENDIX A 
A MATHEMATICAL PROOF 
Section 3 required the use of the following identity. 
(A-1) 
This relationship will be proven in this appendix. 
G n sin( n 7f Ot) / ( n 7f) (A-2) 
+00 
= L [sin 2(n7r0t)/(n7r) 2] (A-3) 
n•-oo 
•oo 
,,.~ (cos(ns )/( n 2 )] (A-4) 
61 
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Using L 'Hopital 's R.ule twice on the limit in the above equation, it 
reduces to the fallowing expression. 
+oo 
L [sin 2(n7ra)/(n7r) 2] 
na-oo 
+00 




Using equations A-3 and A-5, and noting that the summands are even 
functions of n, the following formulation results. 
+00 
a 2 + 2 ·""~[sin 2(n ira )/(nir )2] (A-6) 
+00 
a2 + [1/ ir 2] • ""~ [1-cos(2nira)] /n 2] 
63 
+oo •OO 
cx2 + [l/7r2]· n~l/n2 [1/71" 2] • ... ~cos( 2n 7r<X)]/n 2 
•OC> 
~ 2 + 1/6 - [1/n 2]· Lcos(2n7ra)]/n 2 
n .. 1 
•OO 
a 2 + 1/6 - [l/7r 2]· l:cos(n®)]/n 2 
n=l 
Using the identity of A-4, the following substitutions are made. 




a 2 + 1/6 -1/6 + a - a 2 (A-7) 
Using A-2 and A-7 completes the proof. 
(A-8) 
APPENDIX B 




















>>>>>>> >>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
>>>>> ALL ENTRIES TO BE ALPHBETICALLY ORDERED IF POSSIBLE<<<<< 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
DATA BESPOL I 
+(-1 .59656, 0.24761 ), (-1 .48705, 0.74766), (-1 .24811' 
1.26121 ), 
+ C -0. 8111 3, 1 . 81 541 ) I 
DATA CBQDDCAC 1, ) , =1,4) /'C001 ', 'COOO', 'C002', 'C003'/ 
DATA CBQDDCAC 2, ) , =1,4) /'C011 ', 'C010', 'C012', 'C013'/ 
DATA CBQDDCAC 3, ) , =1,4) /'C021 ', 'C020', 'C022', 'C023' I 
DATA CBQDDCAC 4, ) , =1,4) /'C031 ', 'C030', 'C032', 'C033' I 
DAT A C B Q DD CA C 5 , ) , = 1 , 4) I 'C 0 41 ' , ' C 0 40 ' , 'C 0 4 2 ' , ' C 043 'I 
DATA CBQDDCAC 6, ) , =1,4) /'C051 ', 'C050', 'C052', 'C053'/ 
DATA C BQDDCA C 7, ) , = 1 , 4) I' C241 ', 'C240', 'C242', 'C243 'I 
DATA CBQDDCAC 8, ) , =1,4) /'C251 ', 'C250', 'C252', 'C253' I 
DATA CBQDDCAC 9, ) , =1,4) /'C201 ', 'C200', 'C202', 'C203' I 
DATA (BQDDCA<10, ) , =1, 4) I 'C211','C210', 'C212', 'C213 'I 
DATA CBQDDCAC11, ) , =1,4) /'C221 ', 'C220', 'C222', 'C223' I 
DATA CBQDDCAC12, ) , =1,4) /'C231 ', 'C230', 'C232', 'C233' I 
DATA C BQDDCA C 13, ) , = 1 , 4) I' C402 ', 'C400', 'C401 ', 'C403 'I 
DATA CBQDDCAC14, ) , =1,4) /'C500', 'C502', 'C503', 'C501 'I 
DATA CBQDDCAC15, ) , =1,4) /'C412', 'C410', 'C411 ', 'C413' I 
DATA CBQDDCAC16, ) , =1,4) /'C422', 'C.420', 'C421 ', 'C423'/ 
DATA CBQDDCAC17, ) , =1,3) /'C521 ', 'C523', 'C522' I 
DATA CBQDDCAC18, ) , =1,3) /'C430', 'C432', 'C431 '/ 
DAT A C B Q DD CA C 1 9 , ) , = 1 , 3 ) I 'C 4 3 3 ' , ' C 441 ' , 'C 440 ' I 
DATA CBQDDCAC20, ) , =1,3) /'C443', 'C450', 'C442' I 
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SVC 1 OUTPUT ASCII FUNCTION CODE 
DATA FC /Y'29'/ 
C DEFINE DEFAULT RADIO CONSOLE AND MONITORING CONSOLE. 
DATA RADCON,MONCON /2, 1/ 
2 BYTE PAGE AND COPY TEKTRONIX COMMANDS 
DATA ICOPY, IPAGE /X'1B17',X'1BOC'/ 
SETUP TEKTRONIX DEFAULT GRAPHICS DELAY 
DATA IDELAY/480/ 
INITIALIZE LU ASSIGNMENTS 
DATA LIU,LOU,LTWU,LPRU /3,3,3,-1/ 
DATA MESAMP /.5/ 
DATA MESCOMP/ 
0,6.3,12.5,25.1 ·,50.5,100. ,201. ,402. ,804. ,1608., 
+ 321 7. , 6434. , 
+ 
0, .02, .03, .04, .06,. 10,. 17, .28, .35,.45, .50, .50 I 
DATA NCYCLE /500/ 
DATA ONE,TWO,THREE,FOUR,FIVE,SIX /1 ,2,3,4,5,6/ 
DATA Pl/3. 1415927/ 
DATA DLAFRQ /4.6, 125,505,3920,6260,9660, 14880/ 
DATA DLACNT /100000,4000, 1000, 100,50,20, 1/ 
DATA SIGNAM I 
· 'NONE ' ' , 
;'SENT MESSAGE SIGNAL', 
;'RECOVERED MESSAGE SIGNAL', 
;'ACTUAL IN-BAND NOISE', 
;'ESTIMATED IN BAND NOISE', 
;'GATED TRANSMIT SIGNAL', 
;'GATE SIGNAL', 
69 
;'TOTAL NOISE INPUT TO RECEIVER', 
;'RECEIVED SIGNAL+ IN-BAND NOISE', 
;'DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SENT AND RECOVERED SIGNAL', 







SETS THE CONTROL LINE 'CLNUMBER' ON 'ICONSL' TO 0 IF 
'SETTING' IS 0 OR .FALSE. , AND SETS IT TO 1 IF 'SETTING' 
IS NON-ZERO OR .TRUE .. NOTE THAT 'SETTING' MAY BE INTEGER 
OR LOGICAL. DISPLAYS ERROR MESSAGES IF ERRFLG IS NON -ZE RO 
OR .TRUE .. RETURNS 'IERR' TO CALLING ROUTINE THROUGH 
COMMON. 
INTEGER ICONSL,CLNUMBER,SETTING,ERRFLG 
IFCSETTING .EQ.0) THEN 
CALL QREFF7 C I CONSL, CL NUMBER, I ERR) 
ELSE 
CALL QSEFF7 C I CONSL, CLNUMBER, I ERR) 
ENDIF 
IF C ERRFLG .EQ. 1 & IERR .NE. 1 )THEN 
WRITECLOU, 100)'CONTROL LINE ERROR' 
IFC IERR .EQ. 2 ) WRITECLOU,200) ICONSL,CLNUMBER 
IFC IERR .EQ. 3 ) WRITECLOU,300) ICONSL,CLNUMBER 
IFC IERR .EQ. 4 ) WRITECLOU,400) ICONSL,CLNUMBER 
100 FORMAT C ' ',A, 12) 
2 0 0 F 0 RM ATC ' ' , I 1 , 'CL ' , I 2 , ' , C 0 NS 0 LE D I SC 0 N NEC TED ' ) 
300 FORMATC' ', 11, 'CL', 12, ' , NON-EX I ST I NG COMPONENT 
REQUESTED') 








SENDS COMMAND TO LOU FOR HARD COPY 
INCLUDE THESIS.COM 
FC=Y'29' SVC 1 FUNCTION CODE 
ICOPY=X'1B17' 2 BYTE COMMAND SEQUENCE FOR HARD COPY 
CALL SYSIOCIDUM,FC,LOU, ICOPY,2,0) ;SENDS 2 BYTE COMMAND TO 
· LOU 






RINGS BELL THREE TIMES AT LOU AND REQUESTS DI RECTIVE 
IN NEXT PROCESS ; CONTI NUE , RE PEAT, OR ABORT. 
CALLING SEQUENCE: 
WHERE 
LN1=LINE# OF CONTINUE PROCESS 
LN2=LINE# OF REPEAT PROCESS 
'/*' INPUT WILL BE PROCESSED AS ABORT AND WILL CALL INDEX2 
INCLUDE THESIS.COM 
INTEGER CHOICE 
50 WRITECLOU, 100) 
100 FORMATC' C1) CONTINUE',/, 
+ ' C2) REPEAT ',/, 
+ ' (/*) RETURN TO INDEX2 ',//, 
+ ' ENTER D I REC T I VE : 1 , 2 , 0 R I* . ' ) 
CALL RINGC3,LOU) 
READCLIU,*,ERR=50 ,END=1000)CHOICE 
IFC CHOICE < 1 .OR. CHOICE > 2 ) GO TO 50 
RETURN CHOICE 












SUBROUTINE DCARED CICONSL,ADDR,VALUE, ICTRL) 
INCLUDE THESIS.COM 
INVOKES QRDCA7 TO READ A SINGLE DCA. 
IF AN ERROR CONDITION OCCURS A COMPREHENSIVE MESSAGE IS 
SENT TO LOU. ICTRL=O WILL SUPRESS THE ERROR MESSAGE. 
C ON ERROR CONDITION, CRA IS CALLED FOR USER DECISION-
CONTI NUE, REPEAT, INDEX2 
INTEGER ADDR 
60 CALL QRDCA7 CICONSL,ADDR,VALUE, IERR) 
ERROR= I ERR 
GOTO C100, 10,20,30, 10,50) IERR*ICTRL 
GOTO 100 
10 WRITE CLOU, 11) ICONSL,ADDR 
11 FORMAT C1X,12, A4,' ** INVALID ADDRESS ON DCA READ ** ') 
GOTO 100 
20 WRITE CLOU,21) ICONSL,ADDR 
21 FORMAT C1X, 12,A4,' ** ULI BUSY CREAD) **') 
GOTO 100 
30 WRITE CLOU,31) ICONSL,ADDR 
31 FORMAT C1X, 12,A4,' **CONSOLE DISCONNECT CREAD) **') 
GOTO 100 
50 WRITE CLOU,51) ICONSL,ADDR 
51 FORMAT C1X, 12,A4,' ** INVALID CONSOLE CREAO) **') 





SUBROUTINE DCASET CICONSL,ADDR,VALUE, ICTRL) 
INCLUDE THESIS.COM 
INVOKES QSDCA7 TO SET A SINGLE DCA. 
IF AN ERROR CONDITION OCCURS A COMPREHENSIVE MESSAGE IS 
SENT TO LOU. I CTRL=O WI LL SU PRESS THE ERROR MESSAGE. 
CRA IS CALLED UPON ERROR, FOR USER DECISION--CONTINUE 
REPEAT, OR RETURN TO INDEX2. 
THE DCA IS READ TO VERIFY SETTING AND AN INCORRECT 
SETTING WILL BE INDICATED ON LOU. 
INTEGER ADDR 
IFCVALUE .EQ. 1) VALUE=.9999 
70 CALL QSDCA7 CICONSL,ADDR,VALUE, IERR) 
ERROR= I ERR 
GOTO C100, 10,20,30, 10,50,60) IERR*ICTRL 
GOTO 100 
10 WRITE CLOU, 11) ICONSL,ADDR 
11 FORMAT C1X,12, A4,' ** INVALID ADDRESS CSET) ** ') 
GOTO 100 
20 WRITE <LOU,21) ICONSL,ADDR,VALUE 
21 FORMAT C1X, 12,A4,' ** DCA OVERFLOW, VALUE=',F7.4,' 
CSET)**') 
GOTO 100 
30 WRITE CLOU,31) ICONSL,ADDR 
31 FORMAT C1X, 12,A4,' **CONSOLE DISCONNECT CSET)**') 
GOTO 100 
50 WRITE CLOU,51) ICONSL,ADDR 
51 FORMAT C1X, 12,A4,' ** INVALID CONSOLE CSET)**') 
GOTO 100 
60 WRITE CLOU,61) ICONSL,ADDR 
61 FORMAT C1X, 12,A4,' ** ULI BUSY CSET)**') 
100 IFCERROR .GT. 1)CALL CRAC*110,*70) 
110 CALL DCAREDCICONSL,ADDR,VALC, ICTRL) 
IF CABSCVALUE-VALC).LE.0.0003) RETURN 
WRITE CLOU, 105) ICONSL,ADDR,VALUE,VALC 
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IFC WCOC1 )==O .OR. WCOC2)==0 .OR. WCOC3)==0 ) THEN 
IFC WCOCTRANSMIT)==O ) THEN 
10 WRITECLOU,*)'FOR TRANSMIT MESSAGE FILTER, ENTER 
CUTOFF' 
WRITECLOU,*)'FREQUENCY IN HERTZ' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=10,END=1000) FCO 
IFC FCO < 0 ) GO TO 10 
WCOCTRANSMIT)=2*Pl*FCO 
40 WRITECLOU,45) 
45 FORMATC' ENTER FILTER TYPE',/,' 1 BUTTERWORTH',/, 
+ ' 2 BESSEL', I, ' 3 CHEBYSHEV') 
READCLIU,*,ERR=40,END=1000) FILTYPCTRANSMIT) 
IF C FIL TYP CTRANSM IT) < 1 . OR. FIL TYP CTRANSM IT) > 
3)GOTO 40 
-
IFC FILTYPCTRANSMIT) == CHEBY ) THEN 
47 WRITECLOU,*) 'ENTER PASSBAND RIPPLE IN DB> O' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=47,END=1000)RIPPLECTRANSMIT) 
IFC RIPPLECTRANSMIT) <= 0 ) GO TO 47 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
IFC WCOCLOPASS)==O ) THEN 
50 WRITECLOU,*)'FOR LOW PASS RECEIVE FILTER, ENTER 
CUTOFF' 




IFC RELFRQCLOPASS) < 0 ) GO TO 50 
WCOCLOPASS)=WCO<TRANSMIT)*RELFRQCLOPASS) 
60 WRITECLOU,65) 
65 FORMATC' ENTER FILTER TYPE',/,' 1 BUTTERWORTH',/, 
+ ' 2 BESSEL', I, ' 3 CHEBYSHEV') 
READCLIU,*,ERR=60,END=1000) FILTYPCLOPASS) 
IF C FIL TYP CLO PASS) < 1 • OR. FIL TYP CLO PASS) > 3 ) 
GO TO 60 
IFC FILTYPCLOPASS) == CHEBY ) THEN 
67 WRITECLOU,*) 'ENTER PASSBAND RIPPLE IN DB> O' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=67,END=1000)RIPPLECLOPASS) 
IFC RIPPLECLOPASS) <= 0 ) GO TO 67 
70 WRITECLOU,*)'FOR NOISE FILTER, ENTER CUTOFF' 
WRITECLOU,*)'FREQUENCY RELATIVE TO TRANSMIT MESSAGE 
FILTER' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=70,END=1000) RELFRQCNOISE) 
IFC RELFRQCNOISE) < 0 ) GO TO 70 
WCOCNOISE)=WCOCTRANSMIT)*RELFRQCNOISE) 
72 WRITECLOU,75) 
75 FORMATC' ENTER FILTER TYPE',/,' 1 BUTTERWORTH',/, 
+ ' 2 BESSEL', I, ' 3 CHEBYSHEV ') 
READCLIU,*,ERR=72,END=1000) FILTYPCNOISE) 
IFC FILTYPCNOISE) < 1 .OR. FILTYPCNOISE) > 3 ) GO 
TO 70 
IFC FILTYPCNOISE) == CHEBY ) THEN 
81 
77 WRITECLOU,*) 'ENTER PASSBAND RIPPLE IN DB > O' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=77,END=1000)RIPPLECNOISE) 









IFC FILTID < 1 .OR. FILTID > 3 ) GO TO 80 
IF C FILTID ==TRANSMIT ) THEN 
95 WRITECLOU,*)'ENTER THE MESSAGE CUTOFF FREQUENCY IN 
HERTZ' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=95,END=1000)FCO 





100 WRITECLOU,*)'ENTER BANDWIDTH RELATIVE TO MESSAGE 
BANDWIDTH' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=100,END=1000)RELFRQCFILTID) 
IFC RELFRQCFILTID) < 0 ) GO TO 100 
WCOCFILTID)=RELFRQCFILTID)*WCOCTRANSMIT) 
ENDIF 
110 WRITECLOU, 115) 
115 FORMAT<' ENTER FILTER TYPE',/,' 1 BUTTERWORTH',/, 
82 
+ ' 2 BESSEL', I, ' 3 CHEBYSHEV') 
READCLIU,*,ERR=110,END=1000) FILTYPCFILTID) 
I F C F I L TY P CF I LT I D ) < 1 . 0 R . F I L TY P CF I LT I D ) > 3 ) GO 
TO 110 
IFC FILTYPCFILTID) == CHEBY ) THEN 
117 WRITECLOU,*) 'ENTER PASSBAND RIPPLE IN DB> O' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=117,END=1000)RIPPLECFILTID) 














DO POLNUM=1 ,4 
83 
POLE=NRMPOLC FILTYPCFILTID) , POLNUM , 
RIPPLECFILTID) ) 





IFC FILTID==NOISE ) THEN 
IFC WC> MAXNGAIN ) MAXNGAIN=WC 
IFC 2*ZETA*WC > MAXNGAIN ) MAXNGAIN=2*ZETA*WC 
ELSE 
IFC WC>MAXGAIN ) MAXGAIN=WC 









CALL INTCLCINLOG,RADCON, 10, 11 ,12) 
INTGAN=10**1LOG 
NINTGAN=10**1NLOG 
GAINLI NE= ILOG+2 
GOTOC101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106) GAINLINE 
GO TO 106 
101 CALL QSSLOO C RA OCON, I ERR) 
CALL QSSLOO C MONCON, I ERR) 
GOTO 110 
102 CALL QSMEDO CR ADCON, I ERR) 
CALL QSMEDOCMONCON, IERR) 
GOTO 110 
103 CALL QSFSTOCRADCON, IERR) 
CALL QSFSTOCMONCON, IERR) 
GOTO 110 
104 CALL QMSLOOCRADCON, IERR) 
CALL QMSLOOCMONCON, IERR) 
GOTO 110 
105 CALL QMMEDO C RADCON, I ERR) 
CALL QMMEDOCMONCON, IERR) 
GOTO 110 
106 WRITECLOU, 107) 
107 FORMAT C' SPECIF I ED FILTER PARAMAETERS REQU I.RE TOO HIGH 
AN', I, 
+ ' INTEGRATOR GAIN, PROBABLY DUE TO TOO HIGH A ',/, 
+ ' REQUESTED CUT-OFF FREQUENCY. PLEASE MODIFY ',/, 





















INCLUDE THESIS . COM 
10 WRITECLOU,*)'ENTER GATING FREQUENCY RELATIVE TO' 
WRITECLOU,*)'TRANSMIT MESSAGE CUTOFF FREQUENCY' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=10,END=1000) RELGATE 
20 WRITECLOU,*)'ENTER GATING DUTY CYCLE, ALPHA' 
WRITECLOU,*)'0.0 <=ALPHA<= 1 .O' 
READCLIU,*~ERR=20,END=1000) ALPHA 
IFC ALPHA < 0 .OR. ALPHA > 1 ) GO TO 20 
RETURN 













IFC UPGAIN > DOWNGAIN ) THEN 



































WRITECLOU,*)'GATING FREQUENCY TOO HIGH!' 
ENDIF 
DO 100 I =1 , 3 
CALL CL SR C RAD C 0 N , I , GA TE CL C I ) , 1 ) 
100 CONTINUE 
CALL DCASETCRADCON, 'C550', UPDCA, 1) 
CALL DC A SET C RA OCON, 'C551 ',DOWN DC A, 1 ) 
DCAVAL= 1/C 10 * C 1 - ALPHA ) ) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON, 'C332', +DCAVAL, 1) 
DCAVAL=-1/C 10 * ALPHA ) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON, 'C121',DCAVAL,1) 





SUBROUTINE I NTCL C I GAIN , I CON , CL 10 , CLP1 , CLP1 MS ) 
INCLUDE THESIS.COM 
INTEGER CL10,CLP1 ,CLP1MS 
SETS THE THREE CONTROL LINES SPECIFIED IN CL10, CLP1, ANDi 
CLP1MS ON CONSOLE ICON TO THE PROPER VALUES TO CAUSE AN 
INTEGRATOR 
WITH THOSE THREE CONTROL LINES INPUT TO THE 10, . 1, AND 
. 1 MS 
LOGIC INPUTS TO HAVE A GAIN OF 10**1GAIN. 


























CALL CLSR C I CON, CL 10, I CL 10, 1 ) 
CALL CLSRC I CON, CLP1, I CLP1, 1) 















10 WRITECLOU,*)'ENTER DESIRED MESSAGE AMPLITUDE' 
WRITECLOU,*)' 0 <= MESAMP <= 1 .O' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=10,END=1000) MESAMP 






DO 1 00 I = 1 , 1 2 
94 
IFC WCOCTRANSMIT) < MESCOMPCl+1, 1) ) GO TO 200 
100 CONTINUE 
200 CALL NTRPLTC WCOCTRANSMIT) , PEAK, MESCOMPCI, 1) , 









FUNCTION NRMPOLC TYPE , NPOLE , PASRIP ) 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE "NTH" NORMALIZED 
LOW-PASS 









NPOLE => "NTH" POLE NUMBER 1<=NPOLE<=FILORD 
:INTEGER*4 
* PASRIP => PASS BAND RIPPLE IN DB FOR CHEBY :REAL 
THIS FUNCTION SUPPLIES ONLY THE POLE WITH THE POSITIVE 
IMAGINARY PART. THE LOWER THE NPOLE NUMBER, THE CLOSER THE 
CALCULATED POLE WILL BE TO THE REAL AXIS. 
THE EQUATIONS USED TO CALCULATE THE POLE LOCATIONS ARE 
DESCIBED IN "PRINCIPLES OF ACTIVE NETWORK SYNTHESIS AND 
DESIGN" . BY GOBI ND DARYANANI, PAGES 100-114 FOR THE BUTTER-
WORTH AND CHEBYSCHEV FILTERS. THE BESSEL FILTER EQUATIONS 
WERE 
TAKEN FROM "DIGITAL FILTERS: ANALYSIS AND DESIGN" BY 
ANTONIOU, PAGE 129. THE RESULTS WERE STORED IN AN ARRAY 












ELSE IFC TYPE == CHEBY ) THEN 
EPSILN=SQRTC 10.**CPASRIP/10.) - 1.0) 
SINHK=SINHC ASINHC1 ./EPSILN) I 8 ) 
COSHK=COSHC ASINHC1 ./EPSILN) I 8 ) 
K =C3*8)/2 - 1 + NPOLE 











SUBROUTINE NTRPLTCXI ,YD,XLOW,XHIGH,YLOW,YHIGH) 
INCLUDE THESIS.COM 
C THIS IS AN INTERPOLATION ROUTINE. 'XI' IS THE INDEPENDENT 
VAR I ABLE. 'YD' IS THE DEPENDENT VARA IBLE. 'XLOW' AND 
'XHIGH' 
ARE THE BREAKPOINTS WHICH STRADLE THE VARIABLE 'XI', AND 
LI KEW I SE FOR 'YD'. IF 'XI ' IS NOT BETWEEN 'XLOW' AND 
'XH I GH', 
AN EXTRAPOLATED VALUE WILL BE RETURNED IN 'YD'. 







SENDS COMMAND TO LOU FOR PAGE 
$INCLUDE THESIS.COM 
FC=Y'29' SVC 1 FUNCTION CODE 
IPAGE=X'1BOC' 2 BYTE COMMAND SEQUENCE FOR PAGE 
CALL SYSIOCIDUM,FC,LOU, IPAGE,2,0) ;SENDS 2 BYTE COMMAND TO 
LOU 







USE: CALL POTREDCOUTFILE) 
OUTFILE= NAME OF FILE TO WRITE CONSOLE, POT 
ADDRESS, 
OF 
AND READ VALUE OF POTS FOR CONSOLES 
71 ,72,73 
CFILE SHOULD PRESENTLY EXIST AS A COPY 
INITIAL SETUP FI LE. IE. 'SETUP. NN' 
PURPOSE: POTRED WILL READ A RECORD OF FILE INDICATED AS 
OUTFILE, 
CALL DCARED PASSING CONSOLE NUMBERCCONSDLE), 
POT ADDRESS 
CADDRESS), RETURN VARIABLE FOR POT 
COEFFICIENTCPOTVAL), 
AND ERROR CONTROLCERCNTL)[ALLOWS/DISALLOWS 
ERROR OUTPUT 
MESSAGESJ. THE RETURNED POT COEFFICIENT IS THEN 
WRITTEN 







GO TO 10 
80 WRITECLOU,*)'SETUP FILE READ ERROR DURING POTRED ROUTINE' 
CLOSECUNIT=B) 
CALL STOPIT 






200 WRITECLOU,*)'ERROR OPENING SETUP FILE',OUTFILE 
CALL CRAC*210,*5) 
20 FORMATCl1 ,2X,A4) 







USE: CALL POTSETCINFILE) 
OUTFILE= NA ME OF FILE TO READ CONSOLE, POT 
ADDRESS, 
AND COEFFIC tENTS OF POTS FOR CONSOLES 
71 ,72,73 
CFILE SHOULD PRESENTLY EXIST) 
PURPOSE.: POTSET WILL READ A RECORD OF FILE INDICATED AS 
MESSAGES J. 
INFILE AND 
CALL DCASET PASSING CONSOLE NUMBERCCONSOLE), 
POT ADDRESS 
CADDRESS), POT COEFFICIENTCPOTVAL),AND ERROR 
CONTROL 







GO TO 10 





200 WRITECLOU,*)'ERROR OPENING SETUP FILE--', INFILE 
CALL STOPIT 
RETURN 










DO 500 IALPH=1 ,49 
TALPHA=IALPH/50. 
DO 100 N=-20,20 









DO 300 l=-100, 100 
W=l*DELTAW 
WTEMP=CW-WN)/WG 







DO 200 N = LOWLIM,-1 
200 SUMSUM=SUMSUM+GCN)*GCN) 
DO 210 N = 1,HILIM 
103 
210 SUMSUM=SUMSUM+GCN)*GCN) 








CALL CHECKC ALPHARAC0),SNROSNR4C0) ) 





610 FORMATC'IMPROVEMENT IN DB') 
CALL WRITEKC10,575, 17, 1) 
ENCODECCOMMENT,620) 
620 FORMATC'THEORETICAL RESULTS FOR PRESENT SETUP & VARIOUS 
ALPHAS') 
CALL WRITEKC107,745,54,0) 
ENCODECCOMMENT,630)CWCOCI )/C2*PI ), 1=1,3),GATEFREQ 
630 FORMATC 'MESSAGE=', F5. 0,' HZ. RECEIVE=', F5. 0,' HZ. 
NOISE=',F5.0, 


















5 WRITECLOU,*)'ENTER SIGNAL TO BE TESTED' 
WR I TE C L 0 U ,2 0 ) C I , S I G NAM C I ) , I = 1 , 8 ) 
2 0 F 0 RM AT C .' ' , I 1 , ' ) ' , A )
READCLIU,*,ERR=5,END=1000)PSDNAM 
. IF C PSDNAM < 1 . OR . PSDNAM > 8 ) GO TO 5 
WRITECLOU,30) FCO 
30 FORMAT(' MESSAGE CUTOFF FREQUENCY IS ',F4.0 , ' HZ.' ) 
40 WRITECLOU,*) 'ENTER LOWEST FREQUENCY TO BE TESTED' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=40,END=1000) PSDLOW 
50 WRITECLOU,*) 'ENTER HIGHEST FREQUENCY TO BE TESTED < 5500 
HZ' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=50,END=1000) PSOHIGH 
IFC PSDHIGH > 5500 ) GO TO 40 
60 WRITECLOU,*) 'HOW MANY POINTS TO BE TESTED <1501 ' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=60,END=1000) PSDNPTS 
IFC PSDNPTS > 1500 ) GO TO 60 
65 WRITECLOU,70) 
70 FORMATC' ENTER 1 FOR LINEAR',/,' ENTER 2 FOR LOGRITHMIC' ) 
READCLIU,*,ERR=65,END=1000)PLOTYP 
IF C PLOTYP < 1 . OR. PLOTYP > 2 ) GO TO 65 
RETURN 








CALL CLSRCRADCON,4,BTESTCCLWORD,29), 1) 
CALL CLSRCRADCON,5,BTESTCCLWORD,30), 1) 
CALL CLSRCRADCON,6,BTESTCCLWORD,31),1) 
IFC PLOTYP == LINEAR ) THEN 
PSDINC=C PSDHIGH-PSDLOW )/( PSDNPTS-1 ) 
ELSE 






DO 1=1 ,PSDNPTS 
WRITECLOU,90) PSDFRQ 
9 0 F 0 RM AT C ' I N TE GRAT I NG ' , F 6 . 1 , ' HERTZ . ' ) 
DO IEXP=-1 ,4 
IFC PSDFRQ < .555*10.**IEXP ) GO TO 100 
END DO 
100 CALL INTCLCIEXP,RADCON,7,8,9) 
PNRMFRQ=PSDFRQ/C.555*10.**IEXP) 





CALL INTCL<GAINLOG,MONCON,O, 1 ,2) 
CALL CLSR<MONCON,3, 1, 1) ;SET IC LINE 
CALL CLSRCMONCON,4,0, 1) ;RESET HOLD LINE 
ICWAIT= 1 + 40*0.4**GAINLOG 
CALL WAIT<ICWAIT, 1, ISTAT) ;WAIT FOR INTEGRATE CAP . TO 
DISCHARGE 
CALL CLSRCMONCON,3,0, 1) ;RESET IC LINE 
CALL WAITCNMSEC, 1, ISTAT) ;ALLOW INTEGRATION OVER 
NCYCLE CYCLES 
CALL CLSRCMONCON,4,1, 1) ;SET HOLD LINE 
CALL QRDALO<MONCON, 'AOOO',SINAMP, IERR) 
CALL QRDALO<MONCON, 'A002',COSAMP, IERR) 
CALL QTEFF7CMONCON,O,OVERLOAD, IERR) 
CALL QTEFF7CMONCON,O,OVERLOAD, IERR) 
AMP=SQRTCSINAMP*SINAMP + COSAMP*COSAMP) 
IFC AMP< .05 & GAINLOG < 4 ) THEN 
GAINLOG=GAINLOG+1 
PSDTIME=1. 1*PSDTIME 
GO TO 200 
ELSE IF< OVERLOAD & GAINLOG > -1 ) THEN 
GAINLOG=GAINLOG-1 





CALL DCASETCMONCON, 'C030',AMP, 1) 
IF< PLOTYP==LINEAR ) THEN 
PSDFRQ=PSDFRQ - PSDINC 
108 
ELSE 












CALL XTYPECPLOTYP) ;LINEAR OR LOG X-AXIS SELECTION 
CALL CHECKCXAXISC1 ),PSDARA) 
CALL DSPLAYCXAXISC1 ),PSDARA) 
ENCODECCOMMENT,300) 
300 FORMATC'POWER IN DB') 
CALL WRITEKC0,508, 11, 1) 
ENCODECCOMMENT,400) 
400 FORMATC'FREQUENCY IN HERTZ') 
CALL WRITEKC377, 10, 18,0) 
ENCODECCOMMENT,500)SIGNAMCPSDNAM) 
500 FORMATC'PSD OF ',A60) 
CALL WRITEKC100,730,67,0) 











DO 1 00, I = 1 , NT I MES 
CALL SYS I 0 C I OUM, FC, LU, I BELL, 1 , 0) 








100 CALL SAMPLE1 
CALL SAMPLE2 
111 
CALL YESRNOC'SAMPLE AGAIN?') 




SUBROUTI NE SAMPLED 
INCLUDE THESIS.COM 
10 WRITECLOU,20) FCO 
112 
20 FORMATC' MESSAGE CUTOFF FREQUENCY IS 'F6.1,' HERTZ . ') 
WRITECLOU,*)'ENTER SAMPLING FREQUENCY RELATIVE TO 
WRITECLOU , *)'MESSAGE CUTOFF FREQUENCY' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=10,END=1000)RELSAMPL 
SAMPLFRQ=FCO*RELSAMPL 
30 WRITECLOU,*)'HOW MANY POINTS CLESS THAN 1025)' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=30,END=1000) NSAMPLE 
IFC NSAMPLE > 1024 ) GO TO 30 
RETURN 







DO 100 1=2,7 
113 
IFC DLAFRQCI) > SAMPLFRQ ) GO TO 110 
100 CONTINUE 
IFC I > 7 ) 1=7 
110 CALL 
NTRPLTCSAMPLFRQ,RSAMDLA,DLAFRQCl-1 ),DLAFRQCI ),DLACNTCl-1 ), 
DLACNT< I) ) 
SAMPLDLA=RSAMDLA 





USY EQU 8 
REATER EQU 2 
DCADR EQU 15 
MNDREG EQU 14 
ELAYR EQU 13 
NDEX EQU 12 
SRREG EQU 11 
OLDREG EQU 10 












WHR ADCAOR,CMNDREG SEND BLOCK LIMITS 
LHI INDEX,O 
AMPLOOP L HOLOREG,SAMPLDLA 
LA LOOP SHI HO LOREG, 1 
BTC GREATER,DLALOOP 


































DO 1=1 ,NSAMPLE 
SAMPLARA C 9, I )=SAMPLARA C 1 , I )-SAMPLARA C2, I ) ; NO I SE 
EST. ERROR 









5 WR I TE C L 0 U ,1 0 ) C I , S I G NAM C I ) , I = 0 , 1 0 ) 
10 FORMATC' ENTER 2 DESIRED SIGNALS TO BE DISPLAYED',/, 
; 11C' ',12,') ',A,/) ) 
READCLIU,*,ERR=5,END=1000)SIGNAL1,SIGNAL2 
IFCSIGNAL1<0 .OR. SIGNAL1>10 .OR. SIGNAL2<0 .OR. 
SIGNAL2>10) 
GO TO 5 
IFC SIGNAL1 == 0 & SIGNAL2 == 0 ) RETURN 
DO 1=1 ,NSAMPLE 
IFC SIGNAL1 == 0 ) THEN 
SIG1ARACl)=0 
ELSE 
SI G1 ARA CI )=SAMPLARA CS I GNAL 1 , I ) /32768. 
ENDIF 
IFC SIGNAL2 == 0 ) THEN 
SI G2ARA CI )=0 
ELSE 







DO 1=1 ,NSAMPLE 
N=I 
c 
XAXISCI )=CN-1 )*SAMPLTIM 
END DO 





















GO TD 5 
RETURN 







IFC FLTID==TRANSMIT ) THEN 
BQDREF=O 
DD 100 POLNUM=1 ,4 
118 
WC=CABSC PDLESCFLTID,POLNUM) ) 
ZETA=-REALC POLESCFLTID,POLNUM) )/WC 
BQDNUM=BQDREF+POLNUM 
DCAVAL=WC/C10.*INTGAN) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM, 1), DCAVAL, 1) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM,2), DCAVAL. 1) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM,3),-DCAVAL, 1) 
DCAVAL=2*ZETA*WC/C10.*INTGAN) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM,4), DCAVAL, 1) 
100 CONTINUE 
ELSE IFC FLTID==LOPASS ) THEN 
BQDREF=4 
DO 200 POLNUM=1 ,4 
WC=CABSC POLESCFLTID,POLNUM) ) 
ZETA=-REAL< PDLESCFLTID,PDLNUM) )/WC 
DO 200 OFFSET=0,4,4 
BQDNUM=BQDREF+POLNUM+OFFSET 
DCAVAL=WC/C10.*INTGAN) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM, 1), DCAVAL,1) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM,2), DCAVAL, 1) 
119 
CALL DCASETCRADCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM,3),-DCAVAL, 1) 
CALL DCASETCMONCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM, 1 ), DCAVAL, 1) 
CALL DCASETCMONCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM,2), DCAVAL, 1) 
CALL DCASETCMONCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM,3),-DCAVAL, 1) 
DCAVAL=2*ZETA*WC/C10.*INTGAN) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM,4), DCAVAL, 1) 




DO 300 POLNUM=1 ,4 
WC=CABSC POLESCFLTID,POLNUM) ) 
ZETA=-REALC POLESCFLTID,POLNUM) )/WC 
BQDNUM=BQDREF+POLNUM 
DCAVAL=WC/C10.*NINTGAN) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM, 1 ), DCAVAL, 1) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM,2), DCAVAL, 1) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM,3),-DCAVAL, 1) 
DCAVAL=2*ZETA*WC/C10.*NINTGAN) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM,4), DCAVAL, 1) 
300 CONTINUE 
BQDREF=16 
DO 300 POLNUM=1,4 
WC=CABSC POLESCFLTID,POLNUM) ) 
ZETA=-REALC POLESCFLTID,POLNUM) )/WC 
C BQDNUM=BQDREF+POLNUM 
DCAVAL=WC/C10*HINTGAN) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM, 1 ), DCAVAL, 1) 
CALL DCASETCRADCON,BQDDCACBQDNUM,2), DCAVAL, 1) 
120 
DCAVAL=2*ZETA*WC/C10*HINTGAN) 














INC LUDE THESIS.COM 
LOGICAL ASKBANWTH 
ASKBANWTH=.TRUE. 
IFC FCO == 0 ) THEN 
122 




IFC ALPHA == 0 ) THEN 





IFC ASKBANWTH ) THEN 
40 WRITECLOU,50)FCO 
50 FORMAT C' MESSAGE CUTOFF FREQUENCY IS ', F6. 1 , ' . ',I, 




SNRLIM=DECTODBC ALPHA ) 
100 WRITECLOU,*)'ENTER DESIRED TOTAL SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO IN 
DB' 
WRITECLOU,200) SNRLIM 
200 FORMAT C ' SNR >= '. F5. 1 . ' DB') 
123 
. READCLIU,*,END=1000,ERR=100)SNRDB 
IFC SNRDB < SNRLIM ) GO TO 100 
RETURN 






CALL FL T1 
DO 1 00 I = 1 , 1 2 
124 
IFC WCOCNOISE) < MESCOMPCl+1, 1) ) GO TO 200 
100 CONTINUE 
200 CALL NTRPLTC WCOCNOISE) , PEAK, MESCOMPCI, 1) , 
+ MESCOMP C I+ 1 , 1 ) , MESCOMP C I , 2) , 




CALL DCASETCRADCON, 'C313', DCAVAL, 1) 
SNRDEC=DBTODECCSNRDB) 
DCAVAL= ALPHA * (1/SNRDEC) ;LARGER ALPHA=> MORE SIGNAL 
POWER 
























10 WRITECLOU,20) FCO 
127 
20 FORMATC' MESSAGE CUTOFF FREQUENCY IS 'F6. 1,' HERTZ.') 
WRITECLOU,*)'ENTER SAMPLING FREQUENCY RELATIVE TO 
WRITECLOU,*)'MESSAGE CUTOFF FREQUENCY' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=10,END=1000)RELSAMPL 
SAMPLFRQ=FCO*RELSAMPL 
30 WRITECLOU,*)'HOW MANY POINTS CLESS THAN 10001 )' 
READCLIU,*,ERR=30,END=1000) NSAMPLE 
IFC NSAMPLE > 10000 ) GO TO 30 
RETURN 







DO 100 1=2,7 
128 
IFC DLAFRQCI) > SAMPLFRQ ) GD TD 110 
100 CONTINUE 
IFC I > 7 ) 1=7 
110 CALL 
NTRPLTCSAMPLFRQ,RSAMDLA,DLAFRQCl-1 ),OLAFRQCI ),OLACNTCl -1 ), 
DLACNTC I) ) 
SAMPLDLA=RSAMDLA 






RE ATER EQU 
DC A DR EQU 
MN DREG EQU 
ELA YR EQU 
NDEX EQU 


























WHR ADCADR,CMNDREG SEND BLOCK LIMITS 
LHI INDEX,O 
AMPLOOP L DELAYR,SAMPLDLA 
LA LOOP SHI DELAYR, 1 
BTC GREATER,DLALOOP 







BTBS BUSY, 1 
RHR ADCADR,SIGNAL 
RHR ADCADR,AFTER 



















BEFORPWR=BEFORPWR + BEFORARACl)**2 









PROG STOP IT . 
SUBROUTINE STOPIT 








THIS ROUTINE MOVES THE CURSOR ON THE TEK: TO THE X,Y 
COORDINATES CXCOORD,YCOORD) , THEN DISPLAYS THE 
FIRST NCHARS CHARACTERS FROM THE ARRAY 'COMMENT'. 
IF VERHRZ=1, THE CURSOR WILL DISPLAY A VERTICAL COLUMN 
OF CHARACTERS , OTHERWISE A HORIZONTAL ROW OF CHARACTERS 
C WILL BE PRODUCED. 
INCLUDE THESIS.COM 
INTEGER XCOORD,YCOORD,NCHARS,VERHRZ,CHRCTR,XC,YC,NC 




DO 100 1=1 ,NC 
CHRCTR=O 
CALL ILBYTECCHRCTR,COMMENT, 1-1) 
CALL NOTATECXC,YC, 1 ,CHRCTR) 














DATA DUMARA I 'C 1H, A1,3X,3HY/N)'/ 
EQUIVALENCECLENGTH,FRMARAC4)), CDUMARA,FRMARA) 
DO 50 1=1 ,80 
IFCQSTRNGC I) .EQ. '?')THEN 
NCHRS=I 
ENCODECLENGTH,20) NCHRS 
20 FORMATC 12) 
GO TO 70 
END IF 
50 CONTINUE 
70 WR I TE C LOU, FMT =FRMARA) CQSTRNG CI ) , I =1 , NC HRS) 
READCLIU, 100,ERR=70,END=300)REPLY 
100 FORMATCA) 
IFC REPLY<>'Y' & REPLY<>'N' ) GO TO 70 






300 CALL STOPIT 
RETURN 
END 
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